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Krantz to leave Law School
at end of '86-87 year
in many ways the seeds were planted
before I got here.
"I get very excited when major law firms
"If anyone has served as a dean for over come here to interview our students, and
six years, they would be able to answer the then come across the hall and tell me that
question of why lam leaving," says Dean our students are as good as students
Sheldon Krantz, who has served as the anywhere in the country," Krantz condean of the USO School of Law since tinued. He is also gratified when law firms
1981. Krantz will be leaving his current come back and say they hired a student
position after completion of his sabbatical three years ago and 'that .s tudent is clearly
one of the best young lawyers' they have.
during the 1988~89 academic year.
"There are two reasons why I am leav- We have the reputation now, and the
ing," Krantz said. "One is that I've reach- students here are making that reputation;
ed a state in my career where I'd like to it is not necessarily the dean. It's the fact
move on to other things. The second is that our students are doing very well in
that there is just so much that one can job interviews and getting good jobs, and
achieve as a dean over a number of years once they get them, are demonstrating
of the nature of the work that is just how good they are.
because
Dean Sheldon Krantz teaching class at USO.
"I also hope that my own personal cominvolved."
The pressures of a dean's workload were mitment to making the profession
a consideration in Krantz's decision. "The stronger, and making students recognize
to play serving -the
needs of the job are tremendous in terms that we have a role
of doing things about legal education," he public interest has come across. Alot of
said. "Meeting.the needs and concerns that students here understand that USO h_as a
the students have, improving the physical somewhat different point of view."
Lo-o king back, Krantz wished he- had
million Arabs live in. Israel, Bracha ad- plant, developing and cultivating alumni
by F red Soldwedel
interest in the school, fund raising, and been able to allocate more time to working
vocated constitutional guidelines for
USO and University of Tel Aviv law secu'rity enforcement. The need to restrict - dealing with parents. Almost any of those with faculty to strengthen currlculum and
school professors discussed the contt:nt thepower of the executive and legislative things are full time jobs. YOU .also develop a consensus for future direction.
and ratification ,of. Is_rael'~. firs __}Vritten" -h anches fr9m re~trainin,g fundamenta
. _~O~i!l~Y Y. to_~a ox:, tc;i te3:_ch!ng_and "A price was· paid because I devoted as
t-·-much dine J5-1 oid on developing outside
scholarship.
- ·
·
Constitution September 28 and 29 in the freedoms is essential, Bracha contended.
"The average tenure of a dean of a law relations for the school,''. he said.
The proposed constitution pr9tects
Fletcher Reception Room. In the forum of
At this time Krantz has no set plans for
school around the country is about three
a Comparative Constitutional Law Con- freedoms of religion, expression, assembly
the
future. Krantz said, "I have not really
years.
This
school
is
at
such
an
exciting
ference, University of Tel Aviv profesors and contract. In addition, the constitution
made
a full decision. I have an advantage
stage
of
development
it
is
hard
for
me
to
presented a proposed constitution and would saf~guard private property and exin that I have about two years to think
move on.
papers supporting a constitutionally- tend to every child in Israel a right to a
about it." However, Krantz did not rule
structured
government
and free public education until the completion
As I moved into year six I realized that I
out
entering private practice, teaching
of the ninth grade. The constitutio-n should listen to some of the signals that
constitutionally-protected civil rights.
law, or serving in a government position.
Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir would furthermore entitle every resident came up some time ago. Probably in this
has appointed University of Tel Aviv of Israel to free medical treatment if the particular era no one should stay in a posi- He did say it is unlikely that he would
serve as a dean again.
School of Law Dean Uriel Reichman chair resident is "unable to finance" the treat- tion with this kind of responsibility for too
Krantz's first order of business after he
of a Constitution Drafting Committee. ment himself. A "Non-Deviation from long.
leaves USO is to finish a book, tentatively
Reichman and Professors Baruch Bracha Democratic Values" clause, hqwever,
"Maybe my strongest gift to the law titled The Future of t_he Legal Profession.
and Amos Shapira, three of the four Con- could suspend any of the constitutionallyschool has been to develop a very strong "The agreement with Oxford press is that
stitution Drafting Committee Members, enumerated rights when "such limitation
tie between the law school and the com- it will be a general trade book for, the
sought counsel from USO professors and (is) consistent with the democratic
munity. In 1981, just how good this law public," Krantz said. "I would certainly
invited jurists in resolving drafting dif- _character of the State of Israel."
school was becoming was not as well like lawyers and law students to read it.
ficulties.
Bracha mused that being a constituknown in this community as it should The book is going to look at the current
USD law professor Maimon Schwart- tional law professor in Israel is similar to
have been. We had n~t yet started to play state of the profession." A major focus of
zchild, C onference chair, -opened the working in a restaurant where no food is
a role in providing leadership to the pro- the book will be to get reactions from peoforum advocating an Israeli constitution served or teaching in a university without
fession itself."
ple to. thi.s "current state."
as a mean of reducing civil strife. Schwart- students or a dean.
Krantz wants his successor to.know that
During
Krantz's
tenure
an
indelible
Daniel More, another professor at the
zchild said, "The political problems of
mark has been left on the school, but "we are still in the development stage. The
drafting a constitution are compounded University of Tel Aviv, addressed the issue
Krantz declines to take the credit. "What law school is only 30 years old. We ought
by the fact that Israel is made up of people of privacy. The proposed constitution profrom at least seventy different countries, vides for "privacy in one's personal life." ·I'm excited .a bout is where the school has to set very high standards for both our
gone," he said. "When I got here in 1981, students and our faculty." The new dean
including a large Arab population."
USO School of Law Dean Sheldon Krantz
the school already had a good reputation. should "go out and find the best possible
Addressing_ the need for peace in Israel, questioned Tel Aviv professor Amos
What I think has happened since 1981 is faculty he can find. They must be very
Baruch Bracha, constitutional law pro- Shapira, one of the four drafters, as to
that there is broader recognition in San strong role models to students, and be ·
fessor at the Universty of Tel Aviv, argued whether privacy included a woman's right
Diego, and around the country, that this committed to teaching and scholarship."
that the constitutional guarantee of civil to an abortion. Shapira responded that
No decision has been made about an acis becoming a premier law school. I think _
rights safeguards security. Noting that 1.3
Continued on page 8
ting dean or a permanent replacement.
But there is still time for both decisions.
With two years to look for a new dean,
Krantz is optimistic about the ability to fill
the spot. Krantz did, however, caution "it
the field was hard enough without actually take.s a new dean a year to two to learn t he
Motions. Motions are movements, mo- House of Lords, being a large square bag
deciding on just one.
tions are suggestions. motions are legal r!!- of wool, without back or arms, covered
nature of the j?b before that person can
Some of the suggestions appear as sub- really begin to be productive."
quests for actions. And Motions is the with red cloth." The definition is attabloid-size newspaper for the USO Law tributed to Black's Law Dictionary, _ ject titles: for example, "Dicta," which
marks _the editorial page, and "Forum,"
although it does not appear in the fifth
School comm1.mity.
where sports- reports appear.
When the newly selected editorial staff edition (1979).
Others were close contenders as well.
Listed in Black's are 10 types oflegal mogot together in September, one of the first
orders of business was to pick a new name . tions, however. In addition, motions car: ~- - \'Tecolote" (owl) and "Appellant" were
Dicta . ........ . ....... .... ..... 2
for what had been The Woolsack. It wasn't ries positive connotations and implies ac- favored by more than o'n e editor each,
Writs ....... .... . .... ... ... '. ... 4
tion and change - a ch aracteristic of any
and "The Record" also gained some supthe first time that a suggestion had been
·Immigration Clinic . . ...... . ...... 6
made, only the first time something was type of growth and one especially so in an port.
Placement Office . .. . . . : .. .. ... ... 8
But the final decision was unanimously
educational institution.
done.
Docket . . . . . . ......... .. . . . .. . . 10
C hoosing a · new name wasn't an easy cheered as presenting the outlook a law
According to an explanation in The
Forum . . . . .. .. : ... . , .. .. . . .. .. 12
Woolsack, the term refers to "the seat of task for the editors. T here were sugges- school newspaper should have, and the ·
tions, both good and bad; but narrowing goals it should attempt. to achieve.
the lord Chancellor of England in the

by Gary Fielder
Dale Giali
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Proposition H to restrict city's trash burn
by Professor John H. Minan
During one of my regular forays to our
local shopping center, I had a brief encounter with a political activist who was
pushing brochures into - the hands of
passersby tarrying more than a few
seconds. Those shoppers who paused
longer heard a lecture on the dangers of
garbage burning.
I accepted the brochure, but skipped the
lecture. A day or so later, I read the
brochure entitled "Trash to Pollution Is
No Solution." Reading it was the begin,ning of a commitment that has occupied my
time and energy on a daily basis for almost
two years,
The brochure dealt with the
$400-million proposed waste-to-energy
(WTE) project that Signal Environmental
Systems planned to build, operate, and
manage in the University of San Diego's
backyard, Kearny Mesa. This project,
which involves the mass burn technology,
contemplates burning municipal solid
waste, without preprocessing, to generate
steam, which then will be converted into
electricity.
In this technology, the solid waste ts used as the fuel instead of other traditional
fu~ls, such as coal or oil. The brochure set
out these details and the general
arguments against the project. Like most
well-written brochures of this type, it both
informed and motivated me to become involved.
Now, I should make clear that I am. not
the type of person triggered into action by
every brochure or handout I get. There
were some special reasons underlying my
willingness to become committed. First,
during the mid-1970s and early 1980s, I
seriously studied, wrote about, and lectured on the development and use of alternative energy _ soui;ces, _ such _ as solar
energy. Thus, I had a background and interest in the general subject of nontraditional forms of energy generation.
Second, the siting of WTE facilities requires careful attention to land use planning considerations. As a teacher of Land
Use Planning, the siting of the Signal project was aligned with my general project
with a law schpol colleague, Professor Bob
Simmons.
Bob had also been studying the implications of siting the Signal project in Kearny
Mesa. He had come to the same general
conclusion that I had: _local regulatory
standards ~ere necessary. This was particularly important because of the absence
of federal, state, or local regulatory standards governing such incineration projects.
It was clear that the standards could only be implemented through the initiative
process. The City has been working on
the shortage of landfill space for almost
ten years and the only answer it came up
with was incineration. The city's
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unyielding commitment to incin~ration as
the only solution to the landfill shortage
was the reason for a citizens' initiative. As
with other initiatives, our perception was
that government was unresponsive.
Bob had produced a working draft of
some regulatory standards for the in- _
itiative. I agreed to review the draft, and
give him my thoughts. I was now well
along the road of personal involvement.
After several re-drafts on my part and
numerous discussions with Bob and
others, what emerged was a proposed
amendment to the City of San Diego's
General Plan, which is the blueprint for
planning decisions in the City.
The final product of our joint efforts is
_the Clean Air Initiative, which will be
voted on as Proposition H in the Citywide election on November 3, 1987. Over
50,000 citizens supported our efforts to
place the initiative on this ballot.
What does Proposition H do? It places
four requirements on WTE incinerators
that would burn more than 500 tons of
trash per day: (1) they may not be built if
they would increase the level of toxic air
pollutants in the City of San Diego; (2)
they may not be built within three miles
of a hospital, elementary school, child
care center or government-licensed nursing home, which is the area of greatest air
pollution fallout; (3) they may not take
water from our treated water supply
system; and (4) they must separate and
recycle the most hazardous materials
before the remainder is burned.
Air pollution is one of the major health
concerns associated with the incineration
of municipal solid waste. Significant air

pollution problems have been
documented by independent governm'.ent
and university scientists throughout the
world. According to the Environmental
Protection Agency, there are over 700
compounds in the gases emitted from burning garbage. More toxic lead, cadmium,
and arsenic are emitted in this process
than from coal combustion plants. Organic emissibns are more complex
and varied than the emission of toxic
metals. Two classes of related compounds
stand out: poly-chlorinated dibenzodioxins and dibenzofurans. Chemically-related
families have been identified in significant
amounts in incinerator gases. These
chemicals, commonly referred to as "dioxins," are extraordinarily toxic and carcinogenic, and have been conclusively
linked to burning garbage. According to
EPA scientists, ·"dioxin is one of the most
toxic chemicals known and exposure to
one molecule can be harmful." Dioxins
have also been found to produce birth
defects, spontaneous abortions,
neurological disorders, liver disease, skin
disease and immune dysfunction. Contamination of United States servicemen in
Vietnam through Agent Orange is recent
evidence of the dangerous health effects of
dioxins.
Acid gas emissions from waste incineration are of increasing concern due to
global pollution problems related to acid
rain and the greenhouse effect. Among
acid gases, hydrochloric acid is just one
concern because of the relatively large
amounts of this material in incinerator
stack gases and because of its potential for
producing deleterious public health and

!!!fticus _Curiae

Have you heard it? I have, and it makes
me cringe! The constant pessimistic, bleak
criticism of the professors of this fine legal
institution by the narrow-minded law
students (mainly first year students).
Who do these students think they are?
Pardon me, I forgot, these students are the
legal experts with the accumulated law
knowledge of eight weeks of iaw school.
Our professors have diversified experience in teaching and practicing law,
not to mention that most have published
legal articles.
Examples of the absurdities I've heard
consist of students complaining about professors giving practice exams because this
is spoonfeeding us and "we're not paying
close to $9,000 dollars to be spoonfed."
Or "professors who . write on
chalkboards emphasizing points are insulting our intelligence," "this professor is
teaching too much theory and not enough
practicability," or vice versa.
Please! Where does it stop? Get off the

(Ashier.$ Q(f;ce..

high-winged horse you're riding and come
down to mother earth ~ Erofessors are.supposed to teach us the law so we can learn
it, understand it, but, . most importantly,
apply it.
If writing on the chalkboard or giving
practice exams is going to help us in grasping and developing the essentials needed
for better, solid understanding of the legal
material, then we are better off when they
are used.
Although I know better not to use
cliches when I write, I can't resist! So all
you Krites, (Greek for people who judge
hastily), who cannot handle the heat,
please do the rest of us a favor and getout
of the fire.
I believe with these qualifications the
professors are better qualifiea to determine
how a law school course should be taught.
They know exactly where they're going,
even if we don't.
F.S. McKenna
First Year Student

Wanted
Writers, Idea People
Photographers, Artists
Motions is your law
school newspaper and can be a
great way to communicate with
your fellow students.

Letters to the editor
articles and ideas are valued by
the Motions staff. Submissions
should be made in the Motions
mailboxes on the first floor or
faculty mailroom, and at the
Motions office in the University
Center, extension 43-<3.

-r. /V\NJrieflo '!17

environmental effects. A recent report on
one mass burn facility indicates that nearby metal structures and treetops are showing effects from hydrochloric acid emissions.
The adverse consequences of incinerating municipal solid waste in San
Diego are predictable. Air pollution in
San Diego a'n d areas to the east will be increased at a time when our air quality is
already poor. Toxic substances emitted
will include oxides of nitrogen, j hydrogen
chloride, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, chlorinated dioxin~, chlorinated
furahs, and heavy metal§. All of these
substapces have documented harmful effects upon humans.
San Diego already ranks second worst in
the nation in ozone pollution. Oxidizing
agents, such as ozone, formed in these
chemical reactions, will be harmful to
h~mans, especially those :who are young,
aged, or have respiratory problems.
Because San Diego is affected by air inversions, all these air pollutants will be trapped and concentrated when the inversions
~ccur, which is not a pleasant thought.
Once I committed myself to learning the
·facts surrounding Signal project, it was
easy for me to get involved and to work
towards providing a solution. There' is a
broader point to be made, however. A
citizen's decision to become -involved in
important social and political issues is
essential to the proper functioning of a
democracy.

-1- Legal Lines

I

I _started my_ time as editor wondering
exactly what a Woolsack was. After talking to several second and third yea~
students, I realized that most people think
it is only an obscure name for a law school
newspaper, and don't know if it has any
other value. Any special meaning it once
might have had for USO is lost to posterity, so the staff and I decided that this
1980's newspaper deserved a new title. We
settled on Motions.
'
This newspaper is here because of law
students. Our goal is to publish stories
that
interest, intrigue, and entertain
you. ·-As law students, we're basically a
serious lot with lofty goals, whose weekly
schedules usually consist of seven hours of
class and 40+ hours of reading, a little
sleep, and occasionally tirrie to lie in the
sand and wonder why we're actually paying professors $30 a session to tell us to
read and brief 100 more· pages before
Thursday.
You don't have time to read all the
newspapers in town to find out about current issues, local legal news, and the
overachievers at USO who are improving
the school's reputation every year. But
Motions can be your once-a--month condensed version of the news, according to
USO. And that's including coverage of
the exciting highlights of the latest intramural campaigns of the law school.
We'll have fun in Motions, but mostly
we're going to seriously inform you. We're
all on our way to becoming professionals,
and can use "insider" informationwhen it
comes to choosing everything from
courses, specialties, viewpoints, crusades
and causes, to ,extracurricular activities,
professors, books, clerkships, employment; and the list goes on. We don't
guarantee we'll do all your research on
these subjects, but perhaps Motions' articles wil help you to find sources of inspiration, revelation, or the "meaning of
life."
Starr Lee
Editor

will
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Bork nomination fit Reagan's plan for legacy

byMelEpley
Managing Editor

On September 15, the confirmation
hearings for President Reagan's latest
nomination to the Supreme Court began.
Justice Robert H. Bork, a conservative
federal .appellate judge, attempted to fill
the vacancy on the Supreme Court
created by Justice Powell's sudden retirement this summer. A Bork approval for
the seat would have given the Supreme
Court a conservative majority fo the first
. time in over 50 years. Although Bork's
nomination is apparently a setback, the
opportunity to appoint a new justice to
the court still exists.
This could be a major block in the conservative foundation that President
Reagan has been building in the federal
judiciary over the last six and one-half
years. A conservative Justice would assure
Reagan's legacy to extend well into the
2 lst century. It is not clear, however, if the
new "conservative" Supreme Court would
be the start of a political revolution or
· merely the·continuance of a conservative
evolution.
The Reagan administration regards the
appointment of a conservative federal
judiciary as one of its high priorities. With
a legislature which is always changing and
an executive that is limited to eight years
in office, judges are regarded as the most
lasting legacy that Reagan can leave
behind.
The Reagan administration views the
.federal judiciary as the basis of an ongoing conservative evolution. Under this
administration, the "merit" basis for appointment , started under President
Carter, has been eliminated. So has the
practice of consulting with the N ational
bar Association, representing plack
lawyers, and natio.n al -w.omen!s ·..organiza~.
tions.
. In their place is what Assistant At-

torney General Stephen Markman calls
"the most thorough and comprehensive
system for recruiting and screening federal
judiciary candidates of any administration
ever." The selection process is geared
toward selecting "people of a certain
judicial philosophy" who will continue to
support that philosophy even after their
leader is gone.
The Bork nomination fit neatly into the
future the Reagan administration has set
for the federal judiciary. The judges that
have been appointed under Reagan are
political activists in support of conservative dogma. They are known as "hanging judges" in the criminal field and "antiregulation judges" in tl-e civil field. Bork is
an outspoken anti-regulation proponent.,
If his nomination was ·approved, one
could expect the Supreme Court to be
more responsive to property rights, corporations, and anti-regulation forces, and
less recpetive to civil rights claims and the
rights of the accused.
Bork was the last major link needed to
consolidate the conservative evolution
process. Although his nomination appears
doomed, Reagan has vowed to appoint an
equally · conservative justice. So far,
Reagan judges nave only made a mark in
cases involving new claims, and where the
law is relatively undeveloped. Regan's new
appointment will change ail that, allowing
the conservative Supreme Court majority
to change the law and provide precedent
for lower courts to follow and expand.
The conservative consolidation of the
federal judiciary is only a secondary concern to many political observers, however.
They fear that this appointment would
not only lead to a conservative evolution,
but lead to a complete poltical revolution.
Bork is considered by many as a symbol
of the most divisive. issues of American
politics, namely· race and religion. If.Bork ·
was appointed, they feared that all that
had come before him in the way of ch ange

Motions

EDITOR-IN -CHIEF
MOTIONS reserves the right to edit
Starr Lee
or refuse editorial arid advertising conMANAGING EDITOR
tent deemed unsuitable or inappropriate
Mel Eplev
· for our readership. Contents of this
LEG AL ARTICLES EDITOR
newspaper are not necessarily the official
Thomas Mauriello
views of, or endorsed by, the U niversity
STUDENT ACTIVITIES EDITOR
of San Diego, or the School of Law.
Kenneth Luis Chapman Gonzalez
ADVERTISING MANAGER
MOTIONS is located on the bottom
Scott Little
floor of the University Center. in the
CONTRIBUTIN G WRITERS: Katv
Student Publications Office, room 103AB.
Blanck, Leslie C lement, Misty Colwell,
T he phone n umber is 260-4600 x4343.
Gary Fielder, Dale Gialli, Sean Leslie,
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Wednesday 11-3; and Thursday
K.L. Chapman.
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concerning race and religion would be undone. The status quo would be unraveled
as a new conservative Supreme Court
rewrote the law according to their political
agenda, leading to legal chaos and political
revolution as the established parties
polarized, especially causing trouble for
Southern Democrats and moderate
Republicans.
A vote to confirm Bork by Southern
Democrats would have alienated the Black
voters in the South who supported them.
This alienation would be heightened by
the fact that a conservative Supreme
Court would likely reverse many of the affirmative action decisions of the last two
decades.
The race issue would heat up again in
the South. Faced by black militants
resisting the change, the more conservative white Democrats would withdraw
their support from the radicali~ed
Democratic Party and flock to the white
conservative camp. Traditionally, when
the race issue heats up in the South, the
Democratic Party is the loser as white
Democrats withdraw their support.
A similar scenario would occur in the
Repubican camp as moderate conser. '
vatives would withdraw their support of a
party following the moral majority's view
on religious matters. Religion is to the
Republican party what race is to the
.Democratic Party. Any attempt to
drastically ch ange the existing policy will
lead to political revolution. A conser-

vative Supreme Court under Chief Justice
Rehnquist and a newly appointed conservative Justice would try to implement its
policies on religious rights issues such as
abortion, women's rights, and school
prayer.
The ·modern conservatives, consisting
mainly of yuppies and upper-middle class
suburban voters who like Reagan's fiscal
conservatism, but not his "Moral Majority" religious views, would be turned off to
the party. Like the lower-class Southern
whites who . fled the extremism of the
Blacks, the moderate conservatives would
flee the extremism of the Republican Party.
A conservative court would try to
reverse the progress of civil rights,
women's rights, consumer rights, and
privacy rights. "Once you've expanded
people's rights, you can't take them away
. again." To do so would .result in a sharp
polarization of American politics.
Democrats would be driven to the left,
Republicans to the right; and moderate
Republicans and Southern Democrats
would become extinct.
Just how far Reagan's judges will go in
their conservative trend and which
nomination appointed or not remain to be
seen. But a definite trend is under way in
the federal judiciary and changes are being
felt. Regardless, if this is viewed as a continued evolution or a quiet revolution, it is
Reagan's legacy wh ich we all must live
with.

Journal presents a fresh format

Act. The Journal is the culmination of
three years work in conceiving, designing,
"Another law review may seem like a · ·constructing and lubricating the machisfogle 4 rop in .,the · v ast·· sea of legal rie\.y involved in putting out a student-run
legal publication.
literature. Yet there is always room for
that single drop that may produce a ripple
Students from all years, days and eveeffect. I suspect that may be the result of ning, comprise the staff of the Journal.
the ambitious effort undertaken by There are eight senior editors who h ave
University of San Diego students."
strived to get the Journal to print: Attillio
These are the words of California
Giovanatto, Catherine Lynch, Cyndy
Supreme Court Justice Stanley Mosk in
Mobley and Bruce Tackowiak (third-year
his dedication of the premier edition of the
students); and Karen Gleason Huss, Judy
Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues, the
Lindemuth, Terrence Paupp and Sherri
"new kid on the block" in USO studentSchaeffer (second-year students), plus
run periodicals.
valuable contributions from former students and new members.
The Journal is an alternative format to
the San Diego Law Review. The aim of
Professor Paul Wohlmuth is the Journal's
. the Journal is to provide a forum for the
faculty advisor. Other faculty members
exchange of controversial or creative ideas
have also lent support and advice.
concerning law as it relates to the various
The Journal invites new applications for
junior editor positions from students who
fields of study and life experiences the law
touches. This is accomplished through the
are in good academic standing. These
positions will involve training hy senior
essay form of writing, with a minimum of
footnoting required. Only a handful of
editors in specific duties, such as editing,
fundraising, solicitation of articles and
comparable journals exist in the country;
other administrative details. Students in. Harvard and Duke universities are among
them.
terested in writing articles are also enPublication and distribution of the first
couraged to contact the Journal. Resumes
of those interested can be placed in the
edition are scheduled for November. The
Journal will continue to publish semi- Journal's mailbox on the first floor of More
Hall.
annually thereafter, featuring essays from
The Journal meets every Monday eit 5
attorneys, judges, professors, businesspeople, students and others.
p.m. in Room 103 AB of the University
Center.
The first edition will include articles
discussing an economic analysis of proOn October 16 the Law School faculty
ducts liability, a feminist view of porrecognized and approved the Journal,
nography, a reform approach to libel law
which is now an official publication of the
and a student article on the War Powers
law school.

by James F.B. Sawyer

$1000 to be awarded for paper
Law, medical and pharmacy students
are eligible tC' win $1000 for the outstanding original paper on Legal Medicine. ·
Either a law student Letourneau Award
or a medical or pharmacy student
Schwartz Award will be presented by the·
American College of Legal Medicine to a
medkal or pharmacy student and a law
student for authoring . ,the outstanding
original papers on legal medicine.
1. $1,000 awarded in eac;._ category for
first place.
2. Honorable Mention Certificate's will
be awarded for second and third prize

papers in each category.
3. All papers, submitted will receive consideration for publication in the Journal of
Legal Medicine, Legal Aspects of Medical
Practice, or other recognized periodicals.
C riteria for applicants: Authors must be
currently enrolled in an accredited law,
medical or pharmacy school in the United
States or Canada; and no paper which has
been previously published in any form will
be considered .
Contents: papers must contain only uncollaborated original work; papers may
Continued on page 8
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New law librarian Carter oversees
library changes; improvements underway
by Dale Giali
Gary Fielder
"My job is to make sure the library
reflects and supports the development of
the law school. This is an ambitious law
school with an excellent faculty, and a
healthy student enrollment, and I see a
very bright future for this law school,"
says the new law library director, Nancy
Carol Carter. "My main goal is to make
sure that the library is the best legal information center it can be."
, Carter received a B.S. and M.S. in
history at Texas A & I and later a masters
of library science and a law degree from
the University of Oklahoma. She spent
the last 11 years at Golden Gate University School of Law Library in San Francisco
before accepting her position at the USO
School of Law in August of this year.
"I think because of the physical conditions of the library, it has been difficult to
meet the needs of the law school," she
said, "but with our new planned construction we are certainly going to have an opportunity to develop the kind of legal information center that this law school
needs and deserves."
Just as school was beginning, the university completed major work on refurbishing
the law library entrance. Aimed at making
the library more inviting and bringing
some sound-absorbing materials into this
noisy area, the rehabilitation will be
finished off in the near future with new
bulletin boards and a distribution point
for library research handouts. There will
also be a place to post telephone messages
and notes to other students.
But planned construction of the law
library promises to be the biggest
challenge confronting our new library
director. "We must be very attentive to ·
the needs of students who are going to be
hearing about the promise of this new
. building, and enduring the inconvenience
of the construction period, and yet will
not be here to enjoy the bounties of the
new building."
.
Plans are "still being worked out,"
Carter said, to meet the needs of the
students during the construction- period.
"We're going to do our best to make sure
that students get the highest quality
library services we can provide."
Another issue confronting the law
school is the lack of use of the
technological advances currel).tly available
in the areas of library reference and
research. "There is a consciousness about
the need to move in this direction, and we
are going to be pushing it ahead," Carter
said.
Carter brings with her a wealth of innovative ideas, many of which she is ready

8th Annual blood drive
held Saturday
KGB-FM will be sponsoring its eighth
annual Halloween Blood Drive at 4 San
Diego Blood Bank locations on Saturday,
October 31, from 10 a.m. to 3 o.m.
The locations are as follows: in Escondido, North County Donor Center, 1845
E. Valley Parkway, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; in El
Cajon, Parkway Bowl, 1280 Fletcher
Parkway, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; City of San
Diego, San Diego Blood Bank, 440 Upas
Street, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; and University
City, University Towne Centre, Center
Court Area, 4545 La Jolla Village Dr., 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. _
All those who evade Dracula and make
their donation to the San Diego Blood
Bank will receive the following treats: A
KGB Blood Donor t-shirt, a liter of 7-Up,
a chance to win exciting prizes and other
treats.
KGB Radio Personalities will greet
donors at each location of the Halloween
Blood Drive. Everyone is encouraged to
dress for the occasion in their favorite
costume.

to implement now. "My top short-range
goal is to improve the photocopy service,
as that is the matter of greatest concern of
students." Her other short range goals include: ~he continuing rehabilitation of the
library; ' eliminating outdated materials to
make more shelf space, becoming more
responsive to evening students, and to
give the student lounge a facelift.
"We're going to be getting some new furnitt1re. I can't promise .that it will be luxurious, but we hope that it will be a little
morP attractive and functional," said
Carter.
"Reference_Is On The Move," according
to signs posted in that hidden alcove of
the law library that once housed the
reference librarians and the reference collection.
Some action has already been taken.
. "The idea is to make the reference
librarians much more accessible to the
students, and to locate the reference
librarians near the computer research terminals," said Carter.
Additional changes in the reference area
will be made in other phases of the move
are completed. A ·shifting of books in:to
the former reference area is planned and
the index table will be moved to a prom1J
nent spot near the Donohue Room.
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Carter should
be popular
with the
students as she
works toward
improving the
photocopy
services.

Senate judges philosoph.y _as well as qualifications
by Misty Colwell
Even the framers could not have written
a more poignant script to celebrate the
200th anniversary of the United States
Constitution's signing. In front of the 14
members of the Senate's Judiciary Committee, Judge Robert H. Bork defended his
views. The·comn'iittee's·goal was to further
clarify those views on technical interpretations of the judicial process, landmark rulings, and the Consti~ution itself.
While the framers might have envisioned that this type of intellectual, thoughtprovoking debate would be necessary to
confirm a Supreme Court Justice, they
could not have realized the power of
television and radio to bring the process to
millions of Americans. For the many people who watched and listened, the confirmation hearings offered a comprehensive
lesson in Constitutional adjudication.
Many supporters of Judge Bork have
criticized Senators who oppose the
nomination for reasons other than his
, qualifications. However, throughout
history nearly every unconfirmed appointment was oppos~d strictly on ideological
grounds.
Because the Constitution does not explain the Senate's right to advise and consent to Supreme Court nominations, the
Senate has determined its own guidelines.
The Senate first opposed a nomination on
philosophical grounds with George
Washington's attempt to appoint John
Rutledge in 1775.
-The most recent unconfirmed nomination was Lyndon B. Johnson's appointment of Abe Fortas in 1968. Ironically,
Senator Strom Thurmond (now a coriservative member of the Senate Judiciary
Committee) and former Senator Howard
Baker (now White House Chief of Staff)
opposed that appointment on ideological
grounds. Thirty-four of the 142 nominations to the Supreme Court since 1789
were not confirmed by the Senate.
With Justice William l:'owell's resignation, the Court has become susceptible to
an ideological tilt. In the past, Powell often
provided a swing vote in controversial rulings which separate left from right. Thus
the Bork hearings took on a special quality, igniting the passions of concerned interest groups, intellectuals, and lawyers, as
well as millions of private citizens.
The-fear of an imbalance increased the

·.• •. ' •.

sensitivity to the political philosophy of
the nominee. Because a Supreme Court
Justice is appointed for life, the confirma~
tion process seems particularly important
to politicians interested in influencing
future Supreme Court decisions for years
to come.
_T his may not be the result of President
Reagan's appointment, accordit1g to Chief
Justice William Rehnquist. In his recent
book, . Rehnquist describes the futility of
attempting to "pack the court." He says
that the institution of the Supreme Court
overcomes personal allegiance and
ideology and demands autonomy from its
members.
Once Bork's nomination was announced, opponents rallied into action.
For many people, Bork's past presented
questions far too distasteful to accept
without a serious fight. Coupled with
these concerns is the Cou'rt's upcoming
agenda of highly controversial issues:
the Constitutionality of a state law requiring a 24-hour waiting period for
minors before obtaining an abortion;
the death penalty for minors; rent control; a minute of silence in public
schools; the right of school authorities
to remove "disruptive" articles from a
school newspaper.
The hearings began on September 14,
and for two-and-a-half weeks the public
had the opportunity to learn much more
than was expected. At first the Senate
Judiciary Committee consisted of an approximately equal number of members
who supported, opposed, and had not
decided on the nomination.
Bork withstood a grueling five days of
intense questioning, transforming each
question into a law school debate. His
reasoning seemed flawless as he eloquently
and almost effortlessly expressed his views
with the conviction of many years of
critical thought and discussion.
Never before has the public experienced
such an insightful discussion ot the issues
which affect them on a regular basis. The
right to privacy, the right to equal protection under the law, t::.e exclusionary rule
(developed in Miranda), one person-one
vote were all considered by the Senate
committee.
Absorbing the social and historical
ramifications of the Dred Scott ruling,

and professors in the law school.
To present the positions and interpreta~
tions of Judge Bork's views, each side
wheeled out its heaviest artillery. Speaking
on behalf of the nomination were President Gerald Ford and former Chief Justice
Warren Burger as well as several former
Attorney Generals, prestigious lawyers
and educators.
In a recommendation deemed a victory
for both sides, the American Bar Association gave Bork its first non-unanimous approval rating ever, voting 10-4 in support
of the confirmation.
To combat the nomination, a wide
range of top attorneys and professors
joined the American Civil Libertis Union
and significant women's groups including
Planned Parenhood and The National
Organization for Women (NOW), and
black groups such as the NAACP (national Association for the Advancement
of Colored People). President Jimmy
Carter wrote a particularly harsh letter
which was read into the record.
Opponents cited Judge Bork's provocative history of speeches and articles
which defended positions construed by
some as extreme, anti-individual, and
perhaps even racist. Responding to these
charges, supporters defined Bork's role as
professor and author as requiring him to
take an intellectual risk Radical ideas inspire the active dissection of concepts.
This exhaustive intellectualizing best
characterizes Bork the man, the learned
scholar.
Claiming that he has abandoned the
more controversial positions advocated
earlier in his career, Judge Bork saw
himself as one who espoused the primary
theory of judicial restraint. A strict Constructionist, Bork explained that the
original intent of the framers would dictate his actions on the Supreme Court,
much like it had over the last five years as
a judge on the District of Columbia Court
of Appeals.

The hearings have resulted in a certain
amount of politicizing from both fronts.
This is unfortunate because, according to
the Wall Street Journal, the discussion has
been so exhaustive, the analysis so detailed, that neither side can reasonably claim
Brown v. Board of Education, Griswold v. ' unfairness.
Connecticut, and Roe v. Wade in the context of determining what was best for
The Senate voted again;t Bork's confirAmerica's future was truly an enlightening mation on October 23 - 42 yay and 58
experience, according to many students
nay.
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ich ·Bar Review
Doesn't Charge Extra
For Its Extras?
DAcourse
certain bar review
which charges
an extra $95 to $225
for its ''multistate
workshop.''

Look for.us
on campus soon

Kaplan- SMH Bar
Review Services which
includes a comprehensive Multistate Question Volume, 18 hours
of in-class Multistate
Question analysis, 2
practice exams, and a
Diagnostic Analysis to
identify strengths and
weaknesses, all woven
into an integrated
review course at no
extra charge.

Ask The Right Questions,
Get The Right Ansvvers.
See your Campus Rep, or call:
STANllYH.

KAPIAN-SMH
BAR REVIEW SERVICES

SAN DIEGO AREA
DAVID BIGELOW
-

(800) 223·1782 (800) 343·9188

(619) 277-6744

©1987 Kaptan-SMH
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Immigration Clinic: USD students smoothing borders
by K.L. Chapman Gonzalez
Student/Campus Affairs Editor
There aren't very many amenities in the
waiting room of the USO School of Law's
Immigration Clinic, but clients don't
mind; what is important to them are the
services offered.
Clinic interviews are held Tuesday afternoons in the rather non-descript building
housing the MAAC Project, a social services agency in National City. The seven
law students, who are taking from one to
five units of credit, screen the prospective
clients, then consult with attorney
Rosemary Esparza and clinic coordinator
Nina Crowe to see whether the cases will
be taken.
The clients face problems ranging from
deportation hearings and exclusive proceedings to details involving immigrant
visas and complications with naturalization. There are other cases like vehicle
seizures connected with allegations of
transporting undocumented aliens, as well
as problems arising from amnesty applications.
Students meet one hour before theinterviewing begins. "We'll go over the
law, then go over the cases," explained
Esparza. The one-hour session serves as a
class period in which topics of current interest can be presented in a workshop-like
atmosphere.
Services of the clinic are free, but prospective clients must be poor to be con"
sidered for assistance.
Vincent Ekeh, a Master of Comparative
Law student at USO from Nigeria, interviewed Maria (not hei: real name) at the
clinic recently.
Through an interpreter, Maria told
Ekeh how her amnesty application was rejected by the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
She had filled out the forms and filed
her application. But when being interviewed she had said she had left the U.S.
for two months to visit her mother who
was "very sick." Intending to stay for only
one month, Maria visited her brother in a
penitentiary and then her son became ill.
Maria first entered the U.S. illegally in
March 1980, and bore a son in August.
Since then, she has been in the U.S., with
the exception of her visit to her mother. A
housekeeper, she has letters attesting to
her presence since 1981, copies of mo~ey
orders she sent as far back as 1982 and letters from her employer for the past three
years.
But the INS rejected her application and
accompanying documentation, and is
claiming that Maria left in May and did
not return until July - far in excess of the
60-day limit allowed for a "casual or temporary" absence.
Ekeh takes his notes and discusses the
case with Esparza. There's no doubt that if

the INS version of the facts is accepted at
face value, the . applicant won't have a
chance.
But after the consultation, Ekeh returns
and tells Maria that the clinic will take the
case. Additional documentation will be required - a letter from the physician who
treated the mother and the son ·confirming Maria's contention that the trip was
necessitated by an emergency, plus
evidence of the actual dates of the trip.
Maria signs the agreement, allowing the
clinic to represent her. If the case should
actually be appealed, another form will
follow; but for now, she is signed on as a
client.
"We have not turned too many away,"
explained Esparza.
The USO Immigration Clinic was run
by the Legal Aid Society of San Diego
from 197 4 to 1979, but the society lost interest in the project.
The clinic was started up again about
three years ago, this time with client trust
fund money administered by the California State Bar. Esparza became the adjunct
clinical professor in charge after the first
semester.
A 1979 graduate of the USO School of
Law, Esparza participated in the early
clinic program .. She later worked with the
Legal Aid Society of San Diego, where for
six years she specialized in immigration
matters. Currently, she is also directing attorney of the Centro d~ Asuntos
Migratorios in Chula Vista, a non-profit
organization.
She sees the clinic as a tough training
ground, where students can learn things
that aren't presented in a classroom.
"Some want to practice their Spanish.
Others are interested in immigration law.
But most important is that it is a goock
working experience .for students," said
Esparza.
"You will learn interviewing skills, how
to maintain a legal file, and how to prevent malpractice, in. the clinics."
Although Esparza tries to assign
students who speak only English to clients
who are English-speaking, it isn't always
possible. In those cases, there are
volunteer interpreters on hand. That's a
bonus for the students, Esparza explained,
because it provides the opportunity to
learn interviewing skills through an interpreter.
Sonia Chahin is taking five units of immigration clinic this semester. She plans
to practice immigration law, taking over a
family business her father started as an immigration consultant 30 years ago.
"What is good about the clinic is that
it's not just case books; you're forced to
learn by doing it. Through the clinic I've
learned so much about immigration law.
There are some cases that are incredibly
complicated," said Chahin.
Chahin explained that the work in Na- .

tional City is only the stait of the work
that actually goes into a case. Most of her
hours are spent in research preparation at
the clinic office and the library in the third
floor of More Hall.
Nevertheless, the face-to-face dealings
with the clients are invaluable . experiences, Chahin believes.
"With the first clientsyou deal with, you
don't have those interviewing skills honed.
. As the process ~oes on, you learn to
elicit responses from people," Chahin
said. "You find how important it is to gain
the trust of the clients."
After taking a course on immigration
law in Mexico City last summer, Dave
Olan decided to take the clinic. The en-

thusiasm he developed during the summer
has been fueled by his experiences at the
clinic, and today he finds himself considering specializing in immigration law.
His feelings are echoed by Mary Wal ton,
who praises the . program for the ~x
perience in interviewing, counseling and
professional responsibility.
I've also really enjoyed working with the
clients, people who are for the most
part hard-working and really make good
citizens.
"They have the most fascinating stories,"
said Walton. "We're dealing with these
people's lives, and it's a good feeling to
know that we're really helping them."

HAVE YOU
GO·T A CASE
OF THE
''1-0UGHTTA ~S''?
You know how it is. Every time exams approach, you suddenly get
the "1-oughtta's" ... I oughtta clean my room ... I oughtta call my
parents .. I oughtta rearrange my sock drawer. In .other words anything to avoid studying.
With Law In A Flash flashcards, you can't get the "1-oughttas."
Law In A Flash combines theory, definitions, mnemonics, and
entertaining hypotheticals to give you the most helpful study aid you
can by. The key to information with interesting facts to make it
memorable. Not only does this make your study time more effective,
but because Law In A Flash is interesting, you'll be encourage to study
more than you would with any other study aid. Law In A Flash relies
on characters from history, literature, the movies and TV to give you
situations you'll enjoy reading- and rules you won't forget!

Available at Bookstores Nationwide
•Constitutional Law
•Contracts
•Criminal Procedure
•Torts
• Future Interests
•Evidence
•Criminal Law
• Property
•Civil Procedure
•Sales
• 3,600 card Multistate Bar Review Set

Volunteer interviewing client at Immigration Clinic

For A Free Sample call:

1-800-23FLASH
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Record first year enrollment, up to 397
by Katy Blanck
More Hall had more first year students
enter its doors this year than any other
year. USO followed the national trend of
increased applications to law schools with
an 11 ·percent increase over last year,
drawing 2,450 applications for admission.
Half of the applicants were accepted in
order to · fill the 320 projected spots
available for the entering class. However,
these acceptances resulted in a -397 person
class, almost a 25 percent increase over t he
class of 1986's 308 people. The 1987 class
·came in with the same average LSAT and
GPA qualifications as in 1986, a 35 and
3.2 respectively.
Isobel Law, director of Law School Admissions and Records, attributed this
larger class to the idea that the students
who confirmed their acceptance at first

"hung in there" and didn't change their
minds. "The ratio bf our offers for admission to those who confirmed was closer
than ever," she said.
Because the unusually high number of
confirmations, in early August the admissions office attempted to telephone every
prospective student to see if they were still
coming. Only 1 percent of those contacted
changed their mind.
At that point, it became obvious that
more students were coming than had been
planned for class-wise, so a faculty meeting
was held to decide how to accommodate
them. The solution was to add an entire
section, with some professors agreeing to
teach an extra course.
Students actually fare better with theaddition of another section, Law said, for
the average size of the sections went down
by five students to 80 in each class as op-
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posed to last year's 85.
The increase size of USD's entering class
is in contrast with the national trend of
smaller entering classes at most schools
this year. Law contends that so many people chose USO over the other schools
because USD's reputation is growing.
"USO is presently recognized as a major national institution," she said.
Another factor that contributed to
USD's larger entering is the success of its
recruitment program. Law credits Re.cruitment Coordinator Kelly Salt's personal
COl'ltacts at colleges throughout the U.S.,
USD's constant communication with applicants, and the exposure provided by
USD's bi-annual information seminars
with USD's increasing success in attracting applicants.
No decisions have been made yet to
alter the selection process for next year.
Law says that an analysis of 1987's process

is underway, and any necessary changes in
USD's acceptance standards will then be
considered by the faculty and dean.
The faculty will have a major role in this
decision since the burden of the larger
class was placed on them to take on extra
courses.
John Roche, criminal law professor with
more than 190 stt.:dents in two classes,
says the school can not be blamed for the
unexpected increase in the size of the
entering class. "The only thing they have
to go on are statistics based on past years
to fill the projected number of spots for
the entering students," he said.
Obviously, this year the projection was
simply way off, but not because of rhe
decline, but the rise in USD's attractiveness to law students. So USO got
another outstanding and bigger first year
class whose members undoubtedly will
help continue ii:s excellent reputation.

Faculty Profile

Professor Michael Reed: Public Lands Law

by Thomas Mauriello

.Legal Articles Editor
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Law Library: Changes Afoot

Some of the proposed changes to the
library include an upgrade of the lounge
area, and its preparation to receive the law
library's newspaper collection. For the first
time, current newspapers will be near
comfo~table .seating a?d older issues will
be ava1lable m a public use area. The law
lil:-rary is working with the SBA to select
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Photocopy Services

Problems with photocopy machines
have frustrated students. At last, it appears that relief is on the horizon.
.
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cover will fit over almost any library book
if the book is properly positioned and the
cover is closed as instructed on the
machine. Library staff will assist students
if help is needed.

Trouble phone
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Sitting in his second-floor library office,
surrounded by treatises, casebooks, and
notated index cards, Michael Reed must
feel light-years away from Washington,
D.C. Reed, an attorney with the Justice
Department's Land and Natural Resource
Division, is a visiting professor at USO
Law School this year.
Reed is on sabbatical through a program
sponsored by the Land and Natural
Resources Division. An attorney who has
worked with the Division for a minimum
number of years, and who meets certain
other requirements, may propose a year's
activity for a sabbatical. The activity must
b';; related to the attorney's work, must be
nonpartisan, and must not be directed for
·economic gain. If the proposal is approved, the attorney is given a paid leave of
absence. Reed chose to spend his year at
USO because of the reputation and
resources of the Law School, and San
Diego, in the area of law of the sea, a
branch of public international law.
He is currently teaching a seminar on
public lands law, and working on a book
about offshore boundaries and the law of
the sea.
Although Reed had not taught at the
law school level before coming to USO, he
has·taught several times at seminars sponsored by the Attorney General's Advocacy Institute in Washington, D .C.
There he lectured to government attorneys on TRO s, preliminary injunctions, motions and other -procedural
topics.
It's understandable if he seems to be enjoying the relative tranquility of teaching
and scholarship among USD's green
lawns and white terraces. During his
roughly . fifteen years with the Justice .
Department, Reed has litigated for the

report the problem. No more running
down the stafrs to contact a librarian to
cry "help."
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United States in District Courts in over a
dozen states, and in Courts of Appeals in
roughly half of the Circuits.
In conjunction with the Office of the
Solicitor General, Reed also worked on
cases in the Supreme Court. He has
litigated offshore boundary and oil leasing
cases on both coasts and in the Gulf
states, as well as a Florida case involving
legal rights to a valuable 17th century
shipwreck.
As a full-time litigator, Reed heads a
"team" of seven attorneys within the
General Litigation section of the Justice
Department's Land and Natural
Resources Division. The Division is one of
seven litigating divisions wii:hin the Justice
Department, and it consists of several
hundred attorneys. ·
Roughly half of Reed's caseload consists
of offshore boundary disputes with coastal
states, mostly involving offshore oil leasing . The remainder consists of
misce'llaneous land and resource cases.
Reed grew up in the State of .
Washington, attending Whitman College
and the University of Washington Law
School. After law school, he entered the
Coast Guard. Following Officer's School,
h e began working in the Coast Guard's
maritime law enforcement division in
Washington, D .C.
·· In the late 1960 s. the United States
enacted a 12-mile exclusive fishing
zone. Shortly afterwards, foreign fishing
fleets began appearing close to U.S. shores
and violating this zone. For several years
Reed prosecuted these violations in
Federal courts.
The Coast Guard experience sparked
Reed's interest in the law of the sea. In addition to working on fishing violations
cases, during this time he also worked with
United States delegations negotiating
fishing rights, such as quantity limits, with
Continued on page 8
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Professor Reed discusses federal litigatiorl-cont.
On Tuesday morning, the day of the
Court may take "exceptions" to the
report, and the parties may respond to
proposed lease ·sale, the attorneys flew to
those exceptions. The parties may also file
Washington, D.C., where they argued the
briefs in response to the exceptions, in
case before a Supreme Court Justice in his
chambers. The Justice granted the inwhich case the Court will hear oral argument. At this point in the process, the Ofjunction pending review by the entire ·
fice of the Solicitor General (S.G. - a
Court. On Friday, the Court lifted the insmall, little-known group of appellate
junction. (Incidentally, Reed later found
lawyers in the Justice Department - steps
out that the Justice owned a house on
in, and an Assistant S.G. argues the case
Nantucket Island, off the Massachusetts
to the Supreme Court.
coast).
Reed's most interesting case, in his view,
Although Reed's oral advocacy stops at
involved a dispute with Florida over its ofthe Supreme Court steps, he and his
fshore boundaries. The United St.ates won
Justice Department colleagues work wi\h
the Assistant S.G. on the case, and sit at
the case, and as a result, Florida's present
offshore boundaries were drawn. The case
counsel's table during oral -argument to
really involved more than technical linethe Court. Reed describes the S.G. s as
drawing, however. The effect of the case
"real appellate, library lawyers," who are
was that a number of shipwrecked 17th
much more interested in legal .questions
Century Spanish fleets, including the famthan in facts and trial procedures.
The S.G. s handle almost · every
ed, silver-laden Atocha, were now outside
Florida's boundaries. The United States
Supreme Court case in which the United
then went in and asserted Federal jurisdicStates is a party, and Reed gives them high
tion over the wrecks. The Court held that
marks. Since Reed is usually the expert on
the U.S. had no jurisdiction over the
the fatual and technical aspects of the
wrecks, however, since the wrecks were
case, the S.G. s often call him with queslocated on the Outer Continental Shelf,
tions which they predict a . particular
beyond the three-mile limit. Private
Justice will ask. To his amazement, these
salvagers have since discovered the
predictions are uncannily accurate. The
Atocha and all her treasures. Thus, the
S.G. s are so familiar with the thinking
Feds won the battle but lost the war.
and concerns of each of the Justices that
In addition to his litigation career, Reed
they can correctly anticipate specific queshas embarked on scholarly pursuits, as
tions asked by each Justice.
well. He and a colleague have published a
But the Justices don't seem bored by
these highly technical boundaries cases,
book compiling and annotating special
masters reports concerning law of the sea
Reed points out. The Justices, he states,
boundaries. The majority of law on the
are well-prepared, ask good questions, and
are interested in the -cases.
subject consists of Supreme Court interAlthough Reed works in the trial sec- pretations - or more accurately, Court
tion of the Lands and Natural Resources
adoptions and modifications of masters'
Division, he occasionally argues appeals of reports - of the 1958 Geneva Convenhis cases, as well. Some cases take years to
tions on the Law of the Sea. The masters'
reports are not published, so the book
litigate.
Bttt Reed told of one case that only took represented an attempt to bring them
a few days. The opponents filed for a tem- together.
He is currently at work on a second
porary restraining order to pre;yent the
book, which will be a broader discussio~
sale of oil leases for tracts located. off the
coast of Massachusetts. On a W ~dnesday,
of international law of the sea boundaries.
The book will deal with interpretion of
oral argument was heard in a District
Court in Boston. The judge took the matSupreme Court cases, treaties, and other
international law sources. He has comter under advisement over the weekend,
pleted research for the book and anand on Monday morning, the judge announced his decision for issuance of ticipates its completion by next fall.
Reed has been enjoying teaching· law
the leases. Reed and his colleagues filed an
students at·· USO, he finds the students
appeal in the Circuit Court on Monday
afternoon, and argued the appeal Monday
"more involved" than he had anticipated.
night. Again, they lost.
He also believes that the students are less
1t...:...... &4HNil:~~~,m~w•·.aw.ii&-n~t~:::Iml@aai:rn~.i..\!lfl m .·.·.·J1.1.: •:;::..1i:tiW!@tJiiW•·:':•:::: :m1t:: :::::::·::::::un;:.:.~1M~·r::ttS•ffTiftt1ttfitr<:: ::nrn::::::::rf:::::.;::::m1::r~

foreign countries. The delegations included the National Security Council Law of
the Sea Task Force, as well as groups from
the. State and Justice Departments. The
resulting experience and contacts led to a
job offer from the Justice Department,
where Reed has worked since 1971.
Roughly half of Reed's cases involve
states as parties, which means that
original jurisdiction in these cass lies with
the Supreme Court, under Article III, §2
of the Constitution. Rather than hearing
the case from beginning to end, however,
the ·Court instead appoints a "special
master" to hold a trial and then report
back to the Court.
According to Reed, this form of practice
is a rather unusual one. First, a motion to
take the case is filed with the Court. The
Court then asks the parties to agree on a
master. !'he master then conducts a full
trial, including discovery, fact-finding,
briefs on motions, pre- and post-trial
briefs, post-trial arguments, and other trial
procedures. The master then submits to
the Court his "report," which consists of
his recommendation in the case.
Reed notes that a master is often an
established senior judge with a light
caseload, or a practicioner with special expertise or administrative abilities. For example, the master in one of Reed's ongoing Alaska cases is the Assistant Dean of
Stanford Law School.
Such trials before a master are held in
whatever location is convenient to the
parties, the master, and the often
numerous witnesses. Reed likens this complete flexibility of forum to the procedure
used by Federal Courts of Claims.
He illustrated this flexibility with an
unusual example. In a major offshore
boundary dispute case involving the State
of California one of the parties sought to
have Phillip Jessup testify as · an expert
witness. Jessup was a well-known pioneer i
nthe area of international law who wrote
the first major treatise on the subject. At
the time of the trial, however, Jessup was
ill and was unable to fly from New York to
Califoria, where the trial was being held.
Instead, the trial came to him. The parties,
witnesses, and master - everybody packed the whole thing up and moved it
to New York.
The Supreme Court takes up the case
again after the master files his report. The

Israeli constitution considered -Continued

the constitution's applicability to abortions had not been considered in the drafting process.
Joseph Grodin, former California
Supreme Court Justice and current
H astings law professor, noted that privacy
and other human liberties are defined in
Chapter C in vague terms. Grodin commended this vagueness, conceding that
there is no way to solve the line-drawing
problem. Shapira responded, "The Bill of
Rights section is easier for our body politic
(to approve) if they see the possibility of
exceptions." In addition, Shapira
acknowledged the declaration of rights is
·founded upon secular Jewish law.
USO professor Bernard Siegan advocated that constitutionally protected
rights receive "the highest standard ·of
review." Professor Grodin and N inth
Cricuit Court of Appeals Judge Alex
Kozinski similarly expressed a desire for
Israel to avert the con stitutional
supremacy question of Marbury v.
Madison. In response, drafter Shapira
directed attention to section 157 of the
proposed constitution which provides for
Supreme Court authority to invalidate
unconstitutional laws.
Dean Krantz ·asked Shapira if h e an ticipated large controversies over the selection of judges. Shapira contended that
· judicial appointment would be apolitical.
Under the proposed constitution, one
third of the members of th e Judges' Elec0
tion C ommittee would be judges of the
Supreme Court, tenured for life. T h e
balance of the committee would consist of

representatives of the Knesset (the Israeli
parliament), the Government, and the
Israeli bar.
Professor Yoram ·Shachar compared
U.S. civil rights to those protected under
the proposed Israeli constitution. A s
presently dratted, the constitution. protects individuals from self-incrimination,
double jeopardy and retroactive laws.
"Freedom of movement" would be
guaranteed except when protecting "the
security of the state, the public welfare and
health, or the rights of others." A court
order would be reqtiired either before, or
immediately after an infringement of a
constitutionally protected ft:eedom from
bodily search.
However, the proposed constitution
lacks some of the fundamental protections
of the current U.S Constitution. Jews
would be constitutionally guaranteed immigration, citizenship and voting rights,
whereas the immigration and government
participation of all other people would be
left to Israeli law. In addition, the proposed constitution would not protect a right
to jury trial. Shach ar explained that jury
trials have been excluded in Israel since
British colonial days.
Dean Reichman summarized the debate
by asking whether legislation changes
society. He noted that a major element of
a n ation's performance is its culture.
Reichman contended th at without the Bi·
ble, the Jewish tradition would not exist.
He asserted, "Israel will still h ave enormous economic and security problems,
but the manner we go a.bout dealing with

the problems will be changed by having
the constitution."
The proposed constitution prcwides for
its adoption when two-thirds of the
Knesset, and a majority in referendum approve .

.:::::m:::: : : $: :7:ooot::A::{~;::;~d:: frm:
Continued from page 3.

either relate to research done by the
author or may be presented in essay form;
papers may deal with any aspect of legal
medicine.
Format: papers must be no less than
3,000 words in length; citations must be
given in standard form and appear at the
end of . the paper; and papers must be
typed, double-spaced, on 81/z''x ll" white
bond paper with one inch margins.
Judging: A ll papers will be judged by the
Student Awards Committee of The
American College of Legal Medicine and
the decision of the judges is final. All
prizes may not be awarded each year if the
committee feels that no tntry meets the
standards of a winning paper.
Deadline: all papers must be postmarked
no later than Feb. 15, 1988. T hey should
be submitted to: Tom Tea!, Executive
Secretary, American College of Legal
Medicine, P.O. Box 190, Maple Glen, PA
19002.
'
Winning papers become the property of'
the American College of Legal Medicine
and cannot be reproduced, published or
edited in any form without written permission of the College.

stressed, and have law school in better
perspective than when he was in law
school. For his part, Reed is adept in the
classroom-thoughtful, methodical and
responsive to students' questions and
comments.
When asked about recent trends in environmental and public lands law, Reed
offered two thoughts. First, he noted that
the major federal lands planning statutes
enacted in the 1970s have largely fulfilled
their purposes. Land planning has been
incorporated into the governmental process, and both bureaucrats in Washington
and specialists in the field take it seriously.
In addition, these statutes have fostered
greater public awareness of and input into
government decisions.
Second, Reed noted the phenomenal
growth in the field of environmental enforcement, primarily with regard to hazardous waste. Many jobs exist in both
government and in private practice in this
area, and the field is still expanding.

Benefits, costs of
a solo practice
by Sean Leslie
This is the first of a two part series. On
October 10th, the Law ·School Alumni
Association held a seminar on "Career
Choices In The Legal Profession" including solo practice, partnerships, public
agencies, and private law firms .
One of the speakers, alumni Alan
Williams spoke about his experiences in
beginning a solo practice that concentrated in civil litigation and bankruptcy
law.
"Freedom," said Williams, describing
the feeling of having his own practice, "to
do what you want, when you want,
without being accountable or responsible
to anyone else."
Other attorneys begin their own practice for other reasons like the flexible
work hours. Solo practice may be attractive to some because it offers the hope of
flex time for women lawyers to raise t heir
families, said Helen R. Rowe, president of
the Lawyer's Club in San Diego.
Idealism is also a motivating factor. Snlo
practitioners want the freedom to participate in bar or political activities, take
on pro bono work, or accept high-profile
low-paying cases. Another reason for sole
practice is the opportunity to make as
much of your practice as your ability
· allows.
An informal study conducted by
William S. Baughman, vice president of
Lawyers; - Mutual Insurance Co., has
sketch ed the average solo practitioner as a
male - although it's ch anging fast - ·
about 37 years old, in a cooperative suite,
and making roughly $40,00 a year.
In beginning your own practice many
questions from important - what type of
law should I practice - to the not so important - what type of letterhead should I
use - need to be well thought out and
answered.
C hoosing the right office location, office
interior, furniture, equipment, library
references, and malpractice insurance are
all important, not to mention expensive.
T hese realities that can either destroy the
practice or make it a success.
The book "How To Start and Build a
Law Practice," published by the American
Bar A ssociation was recommended for
those who wanted to start a soTo''pracfiCe~
Other helpful hints Williams discussed
are to make sure . your clients are well
taken care of, n ever pass up the opportunity to pass out business cards, and
most importantly, learn to type.
.
T here are disadvantages to a sole practice like costs, long hours, administrative
duties. Williams says, but "there's nothing
like being your own boss."
In the next issue we will see why alumni
Janice Mulligan, of the law firm UHigan 1
Ezell & Sayre, believes a partnersh ip is
"the best of both worlds."
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Placement Office offers programs for search, clerk and work

DO YOU HAVE SPECIFIC career
goals, and need job search information?
Or are you curious about what types of
career options exist? The Placement Office
can help you find answers to your questions.
Your job search should begin with a
visit to the Placement Office. The placement staff works with students to develop
a personalized job search which will help
them obtain desired employment. Because
we recognize the diverse career interests of
l.JSD's 1,100 students, the following are
some of the resources and services:
• All current legal career publications
(resume writing, interviewing techniques,
part-time work options, solo practice, law
firm directories, government directories,
court directories, legal specialties, and
many other resources.
• Subscriptions to numerous legal
periodicals and-newspapers.
• C alifornia city, county and state agencies legal position announcements and applications.
• Directories of city, county and state legal
agencies nationwide.
• Subscriptions to public interest job
reports and surveys.
•Judicial clerkships, fellowships, and internships binders.
• Part-time law clerking, and permanent

attorney postions job books, updated
daily.
• Lists of USD . alumni contacts for
students interested in relocating to other
states.
• Letters of reciprocity with law schools in
other states.
• Information presentations by attorneys
who provide an insiders view of practicing
in a particular area of law.

FIRST YEAR STUDENTS: Many
first year students have stopped by to inquire about Summer 1988 law clerking
positions. It is much to early in your legal
education to begin a job search. During
the spring semester we will hold an informational meeting for first year students.
Law Clerk Training

The USD Law Alumni Law Clerk
Training Program will be held Saturday,
N~vember 7, 8:30 a.m. to noon, in Grace
Courtroom, More Hall.
The Law Alumni Association and the
Placement Office have co-sponsored this
popular porgram since Spring 1986. This
program is open to all second- and thirdyear day and third- and fourth-year evening students. Practicing USD alumni will
discuss interaction with law office personnel. research materials, information

and drafting pleadings. _A
25-page booklet, contammg sample
pleading documents, diagrams of county,
state and federal courts, court document
control r.omputer forms and articles of interest to future (and present) law clerks,
will be provided. All interested students
must sign up for the program in the placement office, Room 111, More Hall.
re~uurces

Spring Semester Programs
: Spring On-Campus Recruiting

During February and March the Place~
ment Office will hold its Spring OnCampus Recruiting Program, the number
of spring recruiters has tripled during the
past three years. In 1987 there were 25
employers conducting spring interviews,
and this year the number will increase
substantially. Information on spring
recruiting will be available the week of
January 11, 1988.

Judicial Clerkship
Application Deadlines

Judicial clerkships provide law school
graduates an excellent opportunity to
work closely with a judge, view the legal
process from behind the bench and
sharpen legal research and writing skills.
In February 1988, the Placement Office
will hold an informational meeti~g cover-

Howto buyshades.
The American Express®Card·can get you
virtuallyeverything from spectacles to some
pretty spectacular clothing. Everywhere
from Sacramento to Shanghai.
So during college and after, it's the
perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get the Card now.

College is the first sign of success. And
because we believe in your potential, we've
made it easier to get the American Express
Card right now. Whether you're a freshman,
senior or grad student, look into our new
automatic approval offers. For details, pick ·
up an application on campus or call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a
student application.

The American Express Card.
Don't Leave School Without It.'"

ing the mechanics of applying for judicial
clerkships. USD alumni who have held
clerkships as well as USD students who
have obtained clerkships, will be present
to discuss their experiences. All interested
second year day and third year evening
students are invited.

Notes From The Placement Office

The Career Planning and Placement Office makes available to each student a copy
of its Career Planning Handbook. The
handbook provides an introduction to ·
placement services, and reviews a wide
variety of legal careers. The handbook
also contains sample resumes, cover letters, interviewing suggestions, and a list of
all resources available in the Placement·
Office. Interested students should stop by,
and pick up a free copy of the handbook.

Alumni Association
not just for grads
by Tom Polakiewicz
President, Alumni Association
When you're doing your best just to
struggle through ·law school, the Alumni
Association may seem pretty remote. You
may be thinking less about what you and
your classmates -are going to do after
graduation, than whether you're going to
make it at all. But if you think that the
Alumni Association is only interested in
you after graduation, you may be missing
out on some helpful and enjoyable programs that the Alumni Association sponsors on campus now.
The Alumni Association is dedicated to
promoting the interests of both alumni
.and the school. We recognize, however,
that the success and well-being of current
students are the basic ingredients common
to both interests. That's one reason why - 1
we sponsor a number of events and programs designed to help law students while
they are in school.
T he oth!!r reason, I suspect, . is that
alumni remember just .how hard law
school was, and how a little bit of encouragement from any source was
welcome to us. We're proud of the legal
profession, and think it is an exciting and
rewardin g career. We'd like you to join us
and share in the excitement, so we want to
do what we can to help you along.
On the a,cademic side, we sponsor the
Alumni Moot Court Competition each
year, as well as contributing to the budget
of the Speaker's Bureau. We think that
these programs are important to help
students develop their legal skills.
On the practica! side we sponsor the
Alumni Advisor Program, the Law Clerk
Training Sem.i nars and the Nut ·r. Bolts
programs. The Nuts 'n Bolts courses are
designed to give new practitioners practice
training in the fundamentals of the most
common areas of general practice, but
students are welcome to participate as
well.
For the "party animals" among you, 'Ne
also sponsor Padres Night and pick up
part of the tab for the third year students' ·year end party. One of our most popular
events is the post-Bar Exam kegger. We
cook burgers and tap a couple of kegs on
the last day of the Bar Exam for recent
graduates taking the Bar here in San
Diego.
When you graduate, you'll find that the
Association continues to offer opportunities to keep up your ties to the Law
School and enhance your professional
standing. We h ave · a number of professional and social events for alumni in cities
all over the country as well as at USD. I
h ope that when you graduate you'll keep
in touch with the school and your
classmates through the Association. In the
meantime, watch for us on campus. We
· may h ave so.m ething of interest for you
right no~.
.
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Amnesty International
Amnesty International is a woddwide
human rights organization working for
the release of all prisoners of conscience,
fair and prompt trials for political
prisoners, and an end to torture and executions.
It does not take sides in territorial
disputes, and neither supports nor opposes particular political systems.
One-third of the countries on earth
routinely torture their citiznes. The only
real protection for human rights is people.
People who speak out when they see
human rights being violated, and who remind all governments that they won't sit
still and let torture, killings and unjust imprisonment go pn-people who demand
that international human rights standards
be respected.
Write letters. Get others to write letters.
Circulate and sign petitions. Publicize

SBA Budget '87-88

The officers and repesentatives of the
Student Bar Assdciation (SBA) were
presented four new student organizations
when considering the Fall budget allocations. After reviewing itemized budget requests and hearing oral statements of
twenty-two organizations the following
allocations were made for the Fall
semester:
Appellate Moot Court board, $1,675;
Speaker's Bureau, $1,250; Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues, $1,150; More Hall
P.I.LF., $486; Black LS.A., $680; Intramurals $1,436; Asian LS.A., $50;
Amnesty Intertational $80; N.LG. $500
AC.LU., $155; La Raza, $160; Comparative Law, $500; Sidebar , $21 O;
Women's Law Caucus, $250; Environmental Law, $80; Science & Law,
$25; Motions, $1,471; D.Q.LS.A., $25;
LOS-OP $150; International, $75; SBA
$1,000 (discretionary budget), $2,250 (75
percent of Halloween Party costs, $500
(Barrister's Ball budget), $500 (1988-89 Ad- ministration start-up budget).
The SBA received requests for three
times the amount of money it had to
allocate. Some questions asked of the
organizations during the allocation process were: Do~s the organization have
open membership? Are their meetings and
events open to all students? Do they
benefit a significant portion of the student
body? Are they able to raise their own
funds, and have they made any attempts
to do so?
The SBA set policies concerning certain
allocations. For example, $25 per semester
for office supplies, $40 for wine and cheese
parties and $0 for afternoon keggers.
(Sorry guys, but there was concern that
the same 40 people attend these functions,
gobbling up an SBA budget created from
everyone's fees).
The SBA also reconsidered its own participation in social activities. SBA determined that rather than sponsor six to
eight small parties on the law school's
ground floor, they would concentrate on
sponsoring the four traditional parties
(Orientation, Halloween, Barrister's Ball
and Graduation) in a grand style tht attract a larger segment of the student body.
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human rights abuses. Speak out. Push for
legislation like the Moakley-DeConcini
bill. Push for ratification of the United Nations Convention Against Torture.

The Dominican Republic: a
released prisoner of conscience wrote:

" When the first 200 letters came, the
guards gave me back my clothes. Then the
next 200 letters came and the prison director came to see me. When the next pile of
letters arrived, they got in touch with his
superior. The letters kept coming and coming: 3,000 of them. The President was
formed. The letters still kept arriving, and
the President called the prison and told
them to let me go."

in-

La Raza
La Raza Law Students Association
works closely with the administration to
further the university's commitment to
diversity.
The main focus, however, is to ensure
that first year members make the
necessary adjustments to succeed in law
school. To accomplish this, there are
academic workshops, special tutoring, individual counseling and social gatherings.
La Raza strives to keep its membership informed and involved.
This year, La Raza will host the second
annual La Raza State Conference, an
event promising to attract representatives
·from most law schools in California. In
addition, La Raza will co-sponsor two major events with the Mexico-U .S. Law Institute. Although the membership is
predominantly Hispanic, it is by no means
restricted and all interested students are
invited to join. -

·-Erick Solares

National Lawyers Guild
The National Lawyers Guild is an unconventionar alternative· _-to the mainstream bar ;,lssociations. It" was founded in
1937 as t_h e country's first integrated bar
association.
Guild members include attorneys,
paralegals, legal secretaries, jailhouse
lawyers and students; Often found working side-by-side in legal collectives as
equals, the goal is to work for progressive
social change. Guild legal workers are
heavily represented in public interest law
field s such as environmental law, immigration law, draft counseling, criminal
defense, civil and human rights and other
fields.
Nationally there are approximately 20
student guild chapters. The USD chapter
has been reactivated during the 1986-87
year after almost a decade in hibernation.
Upcoming is the guild's SOth anniversary celebration featuring former California Supreme Court Justice Cruz Reynoso
on November 8. There will be food, music
and a photographic exhibit from 5-8 p.m.
in the University C enter. Approximately
60 local guild attorneys will be invited to
meet and mingle with our faculty and
students. All are welcome.
On-campus meetings are held weekly on
Thursdays at 4 p.m. in the University
Center, More intormation is available by
calling 283-8222.

Christie Seminar: RICO suit against 'Ollie'

I
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Daniel Sheehan, Esq., General Counsel
of the Christie Institute in Washington
D .C., will be speaking on campus
November 14 at 7:30 pm in Camino
Theatre. The Christie Institute is a nonprofit interface public policy group. The
lnstitute's best known case was its $10
million lawsuit against Karen Silkwood's
employer.
· The sub;ect of the lecture will be the
$1. 7 million lawsuit they filed on
December 26, 1986, in a Miami federal
district court. lJnder the RICO Act
(Racketeering Act} t,hey named 29 defendants, the "secret team," which includes:

Oliver North; General Richard Second;
General Singalub; Aldolpho Calaro,
leader of the largest Contra faction; and
Albert Hakim, an Iranian born arms
dealer. The suite alleges the "secret team"
was involved in drug smuggling, political
assasinations, and terrorism, and has been
operating out of -the CIA for 25 years,
beginning with assasination attempts . on
Castro after his takeover of Cuba. This
lawsuit will be the subject of the lecture.
Admission is free to all USD students,
faculty and staff. The general public will
be charged $2.

From the Woolsack-March 1972.

Who says students are apathetic?
by Lesley Clement President, SBA

at the October 15 meeting without opposition. The JCLI has open membership
to all law students in good academic stanIt is entirely possible that I see things dif- ding. Motions, the newspaper (formerly
ferently now, but hasn't there been a The Woolsack), now has four new cosignificant incr.ease in student participa- editors. More Hall Public Interest Law
tion -in extra-curricular •activities on- Foundation, a support group for public incampus? Student campaigns on politically terest law clerks, will be organizing subhot topics, for example, the Bork confir- sidies for USD students in these lowmation hearings and Contra-Aipe, were paying positions. The Science and Law
well received. USD law students openly forum is a group ipterested in forums conquestioning government decision making, cernfng the int~rrelation ' of science and
and participating in the political process, is law.
At the SBA's last meeting the members a promising sign for the:future. It is also,
perhaps, a reflection of renewed political moved to amend their by-laws to include
Master of _Comparative Law (MCL)
awareness on campuses nationwide.
The law school also saw the start-up or students as regular student members of the
renewal of four student organizations. The SBA, enabling MCL students to vote for
Journal of Contemporary Legal Issues, the officers in the Spring and participate in
new legal periodical expecting its first issue SBA functions and funding. I am happy
this term, was accepted by the law faculty to report that the amendment was p-issed
unanimously.
The SBA will be co-sponsoring two inU.S. Mexico Law Institute
t
ere
sting Iran-Contra forums in
Seminar: 'M-a quiladoras'
November. On the 14th, Daniel Sheehan,
"Today's Most Popular -Business Ven- _general cour~sel of the _C::hristic Instjtute,
will be in Camino Theatre at 8 p.m. to
ture: 'Maquiladoras' " will be presented on
discuss the Institute's case in US District
Monday, November 2, in the Fletcher
court alleging terrorism, political assasinaReception Area.
,
tions, and drug-smuggling by agents of the
The presentation is the last in a series of
US government. Also in November,
three sponsored by the U.S.-Mexico Law
watch for a debate between Senator Pete.
Institute, and will be held from 4:15 to 6
Wilson and a USO law professor on Conp.m. Admission is free and there will be an
tra aid.
informal reception following.
The SBA hopes you will appreciate its
The general legal framwork of in-bond
efforts on Halloween night, Saturday, the
assembly plants in Mexico will be discuss31st;,when it, with the Graduate School of
ed, along with pertinent Mexican corBusiness, and in association with Phi
porate law' contracts, labor law and tax
problems. Presenting the discussion will b,e _ Alpha Delta, present the 1987 Halloween
Dance in the University Center Forum.
the Lie. Manuel Pasero of B~yan, Gonazlez
The Dance will feature the talented club
Vargas and Gonzalez Baz, as well as CPA
band, Four Eyes. Prizes will be awarded for
Mauricio Monroy of Deloitte, Haskins
the
best costumes. The Dance is open to
and Sells of Tijuana.
all law and graduate business students,
faculty, and staff possessing valid USD
International Law Society
identification. I wish to thank Andy
The International Law Society is one of Lurie, Kandy .Mink, Val Pearson, John
USD Law School's most. active clubs. The Triffiletti, _ Dave Navarro, and Tom
law school has a broad curriculum in in- Cosgrove for their kind help, essential to
ternational law programs abroad, :md is the success of the Dance. This party will
situated just a few miles from one of the rock, so get ready for a bewitching good
most' important international borders,
time Halloween night!
which makes the ILS a viable group.
The forthcoming year has potential to
Phi- .Alpha Delta
be one of the best for the ILS. D\lring the
first semester, efforts will be focused o_n a
Phi AlphaDelta Law Fraternity's (PAD)
job symposium consisting of practiti~ners
and experts attempting. to enlighten_ purpose is to form a strong bond among
the student body. Another primary purstudents about careers in international
- pose is to promote the -law students' prolaw.
fessional experience via workshops,
Hopefully new and returning USD law
speakers, and by providing opportunities
school students will share our enthusiasm
to meet members of the bench and bar.
by actively participating in the events
Recently, PAD has developed contacts
sponsored bv the ILS.
who will help. sponsor an essay writing
workshop, a speaker forum and, possibly,
Phi Delta Phi
a weekend lecture -on a first year subject,
i.e. torts, civil procedure, or contracts.
Phi Delta Phi is the oldest legal fraternity in the country. Founded in 1869 by a
USD's PAD chapter is teaming up with
group of law students at the University of
California Western's chapter for future
events.
Michigan, Phi Delta Phi's goal is to promote ethics and professionalism in the
On November 7 Casino Night will be
legal community.
'-hosted at the California Western School
Phi Delta Phi sponsored the used book
of La}V. Bar re-\'._iew courses and trips .t o Las
sale at the beginning of the year. They will
Vegas will be some -of the prizes offered.
See the PAD -·bulletiil board for ' further
also co-sponsor, with the SBA, the Barristers' ball, a semi-formal dinner dance for
details on these and other PAD eventi;.
all USD law students.
· -Bobby Berens
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Reading group focuses on feminist leg~l , issues
by Misty Colwell
What are the gender issues that effect
law students? This question was raised as a
starting point for the participants of the
Ferninist Legal Theory: Reading Group
organized by Joanne Conaghan.
Professor Conaghan is visiting U.S.D.
School of Law from University of Kent at
Canterbury, England, where she has
taught for four years. Conaghan's Oxford
education empha~ized feminist legal
theory and she has ~ritten several articles
on women and labor law.
Professors Charles Wiggins and Paul
Wohlmuth, and Terry Player, director of
the Legal Clinic, are a.lso participating in
the informal - first ·names only - setting ,.
alongside about 20 .male and female .
students. Together, students and instructors grapple with defining and under~
standing gender issues in the classroom.
The purpose of the reading group is to ,
introduce students to feminist
jurisprudence and scholarship, in addition
to giving people a ·forum to discuss legal
issues which affect women. The group
meets every other Tuesday at 4:30 p.m. in

More Hall, room 30.
In the future, Conaghan intends to
guide the group through an exploration of
pornography, rape, divorce. laws and
women criminals. At the next mee~ing on
Tuesday; October 27, the group will ex... plore reproductive health hazards and the
law, focusing on a case decided byJud~e
Robert Bork on the District of Colurri.b ia
Court ..of
. . Appeals.
'
~

At the· first-meetjng on September 29,
one of the issues di~cussed was the use of
sexist language. Participants argued that
the perpetuation of "he" as a universal
pronoun discourages including women inthe modern power structure. Because
language is a system of differences which
·describes
Qbjects,by
what_
they are. not, can
v.
.
.
it be· fair' to ·define people as "men?"
Humanity as "mankind?"
~~

l.

:M,ost of the participants in the group felt
strongly about removing sexist language,
and a lengthy discussion discussed ways to
eliminate the practice. It was generally
agreed that excluding one half of humanity was an injustice that should be avoided
at all costs. Losing a degree of gra~e by using "s/he" or "he or she" was deemed a

Environmental Law.Society
boundaries, oil leasing and other public
The Environmental Law Society will
lands cases. (See Faculty Profile in this
present a discussion about working for the
issue of Motions.)
Federal government in the area of enCrandall and Reed will discuss their
vironmental litigation, on Wednesday,
work and answer any questions concernOctober 28, from 12:15 to 1:00 PM in Fleting environmental litigation and career
clii.er Reception Hall. Featured speakers
options with the federal government. All
will be Prof. Charles S. Crandall and Ptof.
students, faculty and other interested per· Michael Reed, two of USO .Law School's
sons are welcome. Fed free to bring your
outstanding faculty I practitioners.
lunch. Refreshments will be served.
Crandall, an adjunct professor of environmental law, works for the U.S. AtThe Environmenal Law Society
torney's Office in San Diego, prosecuting
environmental cases, including hazardous· welcomes your ide~~ and. input. The ELS
waste cases. Reed, a visiting ptofessor"of .: ·is a group. of Jaw. student~. i nterested j n
fostering discussion of environmental
public lands law, works for the Justice
issues, raising awaren,ess of problems
Department's· Land' and Natural
relating to natural resources and the enResources Division in Washington, D .C.,
vironment, and exploring .~areers in the
defending the United . States iri offshore
environmental field. Throughout the
year, the ELS achieves .these goals by
bringing ·speakers to . campus to discuss a
broad range of issues. If you have an idea
·for a speaker or a project, please leave a
Expenses got'you down? Are you a Law note in the ELS mailbox on the bottom ,
Student who is eligible to receive work- floor of the Law School. ·
study assistance? If the answer to either of
these questions is "yes," then you need us
as much as we need you.
The Office of Development & Alumni
Relations is looking for a work-study stuSecond Annual pumpkin decorating
dent to help out 5-20 hours per week.
contest, October 30. Sign up by Oct. 29.
We're involved in planning 'many special
1st price: $50 gift certificate, 2nd prize: $25
events, and offer· you a variety of work
gift certificate, 3rd prize: $10 gift cer·
with many opportunities to meet · law tificate.
alumni. If you're interested, please 'see Lisa
' 1. Bookstore will furnish pumpkins and
Gunther in the Alumni Office, Room marking pens.
·2. Contestant will furnish props and en203F. We have many special events comthusiasm.
ing up in the next few months.

•••

Alumni Assoc.
needs assistant ·

small price to pay for . the benefit of tion, "When a professor asks a question,
. you don't have time to explore alterfairness.
The group explored the important natives outside of the problem. .A 'female
political power ·of non-sexist language. By voice' answer sounds wrong, and you will
changing language, writers can influence lose the floor to another student who
the way people think . . As childi::en are responds in the correct-sounding ·~ale .
socialized, they begin to read. The group voice."'
"I have to use the 'male voice' at school
felt it was crucial that they see role models :
and try to maintain my 'female voice,'
as men and women in the same fields.
Within the legal context, fairness in which I prefer, in my personal life," said
another women in the group. La~ instruc~
language is also important. At law school,
sexism in textbooks and hypothetical tors, faced with the task of conveying ai;i
situations is so predominant .that when · idea clearly to 80 students may · not
students encounter. a woman representing recognize the valu~ of a highly personaliz,a case, some are sur°prised, and wonder . ·ed explanation which considers the pro- _
"why is a woman representing this case?" .blem in its context, rather than in the
Culling sexist terms from common usage
abstract.
·
Voice is not the only probl~m in the
does not eliminate the problem, however.
One student mentioned her employer's classroom, as many participants ,were
reluctance to recognize a getider problem quick to point out. Why is -there such a
discrepancy in the higher proportion of
beyond changing her job description from
"foreman" to "supervisor." This idea en,- male to female volunteers? And when
compasses classroom i~struction. as well. females do volunteer, it seems like they are
The problems encountered . by female
not called on as often as their male
students go beyond havihg to iclentify classmates.
.
What frequently happens, as one of the
with hypothetical male examples.
One of the law review articles discussed instructors ~xplained, is that a number of
by the group was written by a student. In students become familiar volunteers. In
"Overshooting the Target: A Feminist the first month of class, the male students
Deconstruction of Legal Education,"
are typically more anxious to participate,
and raise their hands more often. It is dif(American University Law Review, 1985),
ficult to search for the tentative hand of a
K.C. Worden explored the male and
female classroom experiences as posed by
new volunteer, often belonging to a
woman who might have taken that time
Carol Gilligan's "In a Different Voice."
to warm up, or perhaps to re-fashion her
According to Gilligan, the "male voice"
answer to comply with the "male-voice"
is rational, direct, and objective, arguing
reasoning of law school.
with a linear logic. The "female voice'J on
The tone of the reading group was not
,t he other hand, is less direct, approaching
frustration or discouragement, however.
conflicts in a highly personal manner.
The participants, students and instructors
This "female voice" does not accept a problem as defined, but examines it within its alike, were eager to find solutions to these
"context.ual web of relationships."
issues.
Women in the reading group realized
Information about the readings is posted
the difficulty of supre.ssing their "female outside Conaghan's office, More Hall
203B and on the Women's Law Caucus
voice" in order to succeed in law school.
Several students explained their frustra'.. bulletin board Jn the first floor lobby .

Moot .c ourt competitio'n results
The Appellate Moot Court Board held
the Jack R. Levitt Law and Motion Competition on October 6-8. Law and Motion
is the only non-appellate competition offered by the Board. The Honorable Jack
R. Levitt is the sole presiding judge in the
final round.
1•

There were 29 competitors in the first
round, 10 semi-finali::.ts, and four finalists.
The winners were: fourth place, Laura
Jackson; third place, Joe Marshall; second
place, Dorian White; and first place, Rick
Duvern~y.
.
, The first place winner received a free Bar
BrL bar review course . .In .the first round,
the following awarcls were given: Best
Moving Papers, Steve ;C hiasson; Best
Papers in Opposition, Joe Marshall; Best
3. No limit to the number of workers on Oralist, Rick Duvernay.
This year's issµe was whether an ina pumpkin.
4. All pumpkins will be decorated in the house insurance adjuster can be held perbookstore lobby October 30 between 10 sonally liable for bad .f;_iith under Califorand 1 p.m. Awards will be presented the nia's Unfair Practices Act. Each year the
issue is chosen by Judge Levitt, and is one
same day at approximately 3:00 p.m.
in which the law is in a state of upheaval.
The next competition will be the Jessup
International Law. Competition. The proOn Saturday, October 31, the Student
bll!m will be available on October 29,
Bar Association, in conjunction with the
briefs
due November 10, and oral
Graduate School of Business, and Phi
arguments
will be on November 16, 17,
Alpha Delta Law fraternity, will host the
and 19. This is a team competition. Winannual Halloween Dance. The dance will
ners will advance to the regional finals,
be held from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the
which will be held in Hawaii in February.
University Center Forum.
The board receives many invitations to
· Musical entertainment will be provided ·
enter school competitions all over the
by "Four Eyes" a band from the Los
country. All law students are encouraged
Angeles area. Admission is free and buffetto
participate. Please contact the board for
style food and refreshments ...,: beer, wine
more information;
coolers and soda - will be provided.
Prizes will be awarded for the best
costumes. Last year's dance was a great
time and this year's should prove to be
even better. Costumes are required at this
premiere party event.

Students to decorate pumpkins

law
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Halloween Dance -

-Mike Still

Placement Office
Announcements

Please watch the Placement Office
bulletin boards and easel for announcements of future programs. Students who would like to have a particular
program offered should contact the Placement Office.

Classifi·eds:

Motions will be running classitied ads in
our next issue. If you have anything to
sell, are looking for something to buy, or
just want to send a message to a friend,
this is a great place to do it. So, if you h ave
a classified ad you want printed, pick up a
form 'downstairs in More Hall on , the
bulletin board or in our student organizaits next issue. If you have anything to
tion box. It is only $4 for three lines.
November 10 for the November 23 issue.
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SPORTS BEAT: '1-don't-know's on third'
the beginning of the Sunday basketball
league, and the start of new softball
As the USO law school handbook so leagues.
aptly says, "involvement in intramu~al Softball News
The competition in this semester's softspons is highly recommended to round
out the legal student." ·Here at USO the ball leagues is getting stiff, with the race
student is pelted with many opportunities for the championship t-shirts up in the air.
to get involved in something physical. One team that is making its bid for the
Many of these activities are free of charge, championship in the competitive league is
or at least very reasonable. All of the ac- San Diego Vice, lead by none other
tivities pr9mise good recreation and a than our auspicious Czar, Gary Saunders.
This team is in its third year of play and is
chance to socialize.
Gary Saunders is the student in charge primed to , ke it all. Still built around its
of the Law School intramural program. At . franchise player out of the U.C.-Berkley
USO, that position's title of Czar hints to farm club, Terry Green, S.D. Vice is 4
the importance of the ·job. Gary along and 0, and owns first place.
The team is showing more power than
with his assistant, Tim Gawron, have
scheduled a year's worth of fun, healthy ever before, and a lion's share of the credit
goes to homerun threat Jim Dierking. This
and competitive activity.
This semester students can panake in team also gives great insight into the finely
several different programs. Currently, softball tuned study habits of third year students
leagues are underway for both competitive as the team members have time to double
teams and co-rec (non competitive) teams. as a football team in the undergraduate
The Law School is also represented in the football league, where, not suprisingly,
undergraduate football league by four they are tied for the top position.
A suprise entry into the upper crust of
teams. For the aerobics enthusiast, there
are free classes every Tuesday and Thurs- competitive teams is first year's own
day from 4:30 to S:30 at the Sports Reasonable Men. Skippered by Dan
Martz, in its first game ever, this team lost
Center.
For the near future we have, the to a much more experienced San Diego
Michael Mohr Golf Tournament which Vice by only one run. Fueled by the hit~
will take place on November 6, and a S-K ting prowess of Jeff Stevens, and the high
run has been tentatively scheduled for arch pitching of George Chonkvich, no
November 21. Second semester will mark one should be suprised if these guys were

by Dale Giali
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Czar Line

Nov. games l·ast for ·season

by Gary Saunders

the way if they can cover up the defects.
Reasonable Men, 4·1 - This is my
sleeper team of the tourney. No first year
team has ever won the championship.
Though 01' Learned Hand's team did go
to the final back in the '03 tourney. They
have surprised some of the big names in
·the league thus far - but can they handle
the pressure of the sudden death tourney?

Although this line is submitted weeks
before the competitive softball tourna·- ment, the playoff line from Las Vegas is on
the board. (All action is taken at the betting window on the second floor of the
library marked -"law review" next to the
pay phone - the lines are updated by his
phone hourly).
This has been a good season thus far.
8 Around the Mound, 5·1 - When
Standout teams have included S.D. Vice, . their full team shows up they are a fqrHabeus Corpses, 2nd Year Blues, midable foe. But will some of their players
the old men on Cub's West, the surprise have interviews or hangovers during the
of Reasonable Men, the ups and downs game? A real Jekyl and Hyde squad.
of 8 Around the Mound, and the good
spirits of the Gurgites.
Gurgites, 5·1 - No lack of enthusiasm
All teams are taken into the playoffs. on this squad. With uniforms, equipment,
The major reason for this was the Illegal fans, and refreshments, they take each
Beavers. This first year team, as of this game as a life experience to be savored.
writing, is the best 0-4 team I've ever en- But will this enthusiasm be enough? (Concountered. It would be a shame not to in- fidentially the faculty have placed alot of
clude them in the tourney.
action on this team, possibly causing the
San Diego Vice, 2·1 - This relaxed line to shift to 3Vz-1).
group of powerhitting third years sporting
Well Hung Jury, 8·1 - Chris Jensen
solid defense has to be the favorite this hasn't got the same 10 fielders to any two
semester. Always a good squad, the ·ac- consecutive games yet. If the Jurymen can
quisition of Jim Dierking is their edge. (See shed this lackadaisical attitude, who ·
"Outlaw Josey Wales.") Vice has been knows how good they can be. If they all
trying to trade for Dierking for three show up to play, 8-1 would be a good bet
years. Terry Green is a shoo-in for the to make.
C zar's Golden Glo~e Award again this
Cal W estern I & II, Off The Board
ye ~r .
Cubs West, 2V2·1- This alumni team - These new additions to the league have
is the defending champion and has shown flashes of capability but they will
strength a t all positions. The pitching of go down in a major way in the tourney.
Scott Richards keeps them in every game. These may be strong words but I don't
But the question is, can they repeat? Mare think they read our paper.
Kelly thinks so ...
2nd Year Blue s, 2V2·1- Another
team that could go all the way. Tim Silverman leads this all new and improved Blues
Brothers squad. Even though the Cubbies
bruised them a few weeks ago, opponents
still toss and turn the night before they
play this fired up 2nd year team.
WSU II, 3·1 - They're always -a
threat to take the title. Two semesters ago
they were the champions. While
gentlemen off the field, on the field they
are very rude to pitchers by averaging 10
homeruns a game.
Habeus Corpses, 4·1 - This team
should be undefeated, but as of this
writing they choked at least one. But don't
let the line fool you - this team can go all

B.W. No Names, 10·1 - Bill Wilson
has made the necessary adjustments in the
outfield and heads into the tourney with
some momentum. But again, history is
against first years.
Illegal Beavers, 99·1 - The nicest
bunch of losers you'll ever meet. It's surprising that as of this writing they are
winless. I'm going to go out on a limb and ·
predict that they will get a W before the
tourney begins. The odds are 99-1 against
them. Let's say you have a dollar, and you ·
remember the '69 Mets ("you gotta
believe") but you're standing in 7111 trying to decide whether to buv a lottery
ticket, a candy bar, or bet on the tleavs.
My advice is to get the new jumbo-sized
Snickers.

Softball Standings

wearing the championship shirts at the
end of the season.
After some first week forfeits, the co-rec
league is shaping into a legitimate athletic
spectacle. And no team is more spec;
tacular than the D'Generates. Backed
by a slew of great players, Tony Case has
put together a winning team. With John
Abbott's consistency, and Mike Burke's
power, the hitting department is in good
shape. Lisa Lewallen anchors the defense
along and with teammates Laura Sveum
and John Fedor. Unless unforeseen circumstances arise, look for the
D'Generates to be at or near the top at
the season's end.
What can we say about Motion to
Quash? Hey, these milk and cookie kids
have more to 'em than just their sharp
uniforms. Boasting Theresa Raynor as the
best female player in the league, MTQ
fields a well-oiled machine; The team can
strike from a beautiful array of defensive .
and offensive weapons. Whether it's Gary
Fielder making a diving catch, Elaine
Podney picking someone off at third, or
Robert Hartom striking out the side, it is
like squeezing policy out of Professor
Roche to score a run off this team. Offensively, the team is teeming with talent, led
by the vicious bat of Kelly Keenan, and
the illusive "hit-it-where-they-aint" style of
Sue Westover. MTQ should give the rest
ofthe teams a run for their money.Whatever your fancy, the intramural
department has your needs in mind. Get
involved, and remember that a fly ball
over the third baseman's head is the shortstop's play.

Co-Rec Tourney
The tournament for co-rec is scheduled
for Nov. 6, 13, 20. Martha Davis and
The Motels have won the championship
two semesters running. The league has
been played with forfeits due to work, in·terviews, and apathy. But I think we'll see
"stacked" teams for the tourney.

Czar Line Odds

M.D. Motels
·
Bar Side
D' Generates
Motion to Quash
Summer Advantage
Western State
Idiots Savant
Los Lobotomies
Night Rangers
Lien Machine
Munch a Box
Jerry's Kids(?)
FACULTY

2-1
21/z-1
3-1
3-1
3 I/z-1
J I/z-1
4-1
4~ 1
S-1
S-1
7-1
20-1
99-1

Fun Run

"Rae Judicata"

Intramurals is holding a SK fun run entitled the "Rae Judicata" on. Nov. 21 at
7:30 a.m. ai: Fiesta Island on Mission Bay.
We are trying to set the price at $Sand will
include a quality T -shirt. We are inviting
Western State, Cal Western, National,
and Sierra Western School of Law.
Hopefully, a USO student will win. Barbri is co-sponsoring the race and Bar
Review courses will be given away.
Watch for flyers for funher details;

Motions
Next Issue
Nov. 23
,

Submission deadline
Nov. 8
Ad deadline
Nov. 12

as of Oct. 17
2nd Year Blues ......... . . . ..... 4-1
San Diego Vice ....... . ... . . . . .. 4-1
Cubs West . ... .. ... ............ 4-1
WSU II . . . . .. . ... . . . ....... . ... 4-1
Habeus Corpses . . ....... ... . . ... 4-1
Reasonable Men ................ 4-1
8 Around the Mount .. .... . ..... 3-2
Gurgites . . ...... . . . . . . ......... 3-2
Bill Wilson and No Names . ....... 3-2
Cal Western I. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .... 3-2
Well Hung Jury .. . ........... .. . 2-3
WSU I . .. . ............. . . ..... 1-4
Cal Western II . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1-4
Illegal Beavers ... .. .... . . . .. .... 0-S

Bring in Ensenada ·
What do the towns of Rosarito and
Ensenada, SO miles, coastline and hills,
10,000 to lS,000 people, bicycles and
students from USO Law School have in
common? The SO-mile Rosarito to
Ensenada cicycle ride that took place on
September 26, 1987.
It started out as a simple idea. Put a couple of bicycles in the trunk of the car and
go down to Rosarito, and then spend the
day riding. It ended up with three pick-up
trucks, two cars, 11 bicycles, and 16 people
participating. Although it would appear
that this would be a logistical nightmare,
the good spirits of the riders and support
staff made the event well worth the effort.
Friday night before the ride, cyclists and
crew got together for a big pasta dinner
with garlic bread, salad, and wine, finished with pie a la mode that was simply
outrageous. We all ate until we could
mo~e no inore and then went off to sleep.
The wake up. call the next morning ~as for
6 a.m. so that we could assemble and get
the gear stowed away for the trip south of
the border. By 7 a.m. we were on our way.
Three hours later we unloaded the
bicycles, and the support staff took the
vehicles from Rosarito to Ensenada,. While
the support staff rode in comfort to
Ensenada to enjoy a day in the sun and
partying in the local hot spots, the bikers
took to the road for the trip sout h.
The ride was excellent. For a law student, the freedom of the open road made
everything seem worthwhile. Gone were
the pressures of assignments due and
classes to prepare. The rules of law and
opinions of the courts were completely out
0£ mind. The only existence was the bicycle, pedaling, the effort to overcom_e
nature, and good company to share the
trip with. It was a great way to get away
from law school on a gorgeous sunny day.
A couple of riders covered the SO miles
in 21/z hours, while the slower riders did it
in a leisurely S hours. But regardless of the
amount of time it took, the riders and support staff all agreed that it was an event
which we will remember for a long time
and look forward to doing again.

Golf Tourn. Nov. 6
ATTENTION GOLFERS: The 12th
Annual Michael Mohr Memorial Golf
Tournament is rapidly approaching. A
field of 1SO golfers will take to the linl..s on
Friday, November 6. The an.n ual event
raises funds for a student loan fund in the
Law School.
This year's event will be held at Cottonwood's Ivanhoe Golf Course in Rancho
San Diego. The entry fee for USO Law
Students is $30. This fee includes: Greens
fees, electric carts, door prize tickets,
tee prizes, trophies, food and on-course
beverages! All of this adds up to what promises to be a day filled with birdies, bogies
and those dreaded "others."
Set aside your books and bring out your
clubs!! Check-in is at 8:00 a.m. with-the
shotgun start scheduled for 9:00 a.m. To
guarantee your spot in the field, sign up
now. Space is limited. You do not need a
full foursome to sign up . See C hris Jensen
at the sign-up table near the WRITS,
every T uesday and Thursday through October, or contact Lisa G unt her in the
Alumni Office, Room 2030, to register.
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